
Golvo® Mobile Lifts



Patient mobility requires a unique blend of power 
and flexibility. Our Golvo® mobile lifts combine 
the versatility of a mobile lift with overhead lifting 
functionality — helping you address the many  
lifting needs (and care environments) you  
encounter every day.

With its vertical lifting structure and soft, flexible lift 
strap, the Golvo lift is designed to lift and support 
patients in a variety of situations, including:

 . Transfers to/from  . Repositioning  . Ambulation . Horizontal lifting . Lifting from the floor . Helping patients out of their personal vehicles

A MOBILE LIFT 
THAT WORKS AS 
HARD AS YOU DO



Golvo® 9000 
Mobile Lift

Golvo® 9000 LowBase  
Mobile Lift
LowBase option gives extra 
clearance in tight spaces (e.g., 
beneath low beds and stretchers).

MOBILE LIFT FLEXIBILITY 
MEETS OVERHEAD 
FUNCTIONALITY

ADJUSTS TO YOUR 
ENVIRONMENT

The lift’s adjustable-width base 
makes it easy to fit into tight spaces 
like chairs, toilets and low beds.

EASY TO USE

 . Armrests come standard to 
support ambulation and easy 
maneuvering . Lightweight, environmentally 
friendly lead or lithium-ion 
battery is easy to charge and 
easy to handle

ADDED ARMREST 
SUPPORT

Retractable armrests give patients 
support and confidence during 
ambulation, and make it easier for 
caregivers to maneuver the lift.

VERSATILE

 . Flexible lifting interval is ideal 
for ambulation and lifting 
from the floor . Optional quick-release 
system makes changing the 
slingbar or installing a scale 
quick and easy . Variety of slings and  
soft accessories help  
you customize the lift  
for each situation

FLEXIBLE  
LIFTSTRAP

The soft, flexible liftstrap helps reach 
patients where they are—even on the 
floor or inside their personal vehicles.

FUNCTIONAL

 . Flexible lift strap helps 
you reach patients in 
many positions, and gives 
patients and caregivers 
space and comfort . Intelligent diagnostic 
system shows caregivers 
when the lift is safe to use 
and when it’s time  
for service . Parallel base-width 
adjustment supports  
lifts from the floor or  
from chairs . Aluminum design is 
strong, durable and 
environmentally friendly

Safe Working Load: 200 kg / 440 lbs
Please note: the base width may be adjusted with weight up to 140 kg / 308 lbs.



Golvo 9000 Golvo 9000 LowBase

Product Number 2000045 2000049

Maximum Load 
(With Base Width Adjustment)

200 kg / 440 lbs 
(140 kg / 308 lbs)

200 kg / 440 lbs  
(140 kg / 308 lbs)

Weight 
With Lead Battery
With Lithium Ion Battery 

41.6 kg / 91.7 lbs
40.2 kg  / 88.63 lbs

45 kg / 99.2 lbs
43.6 kg / 96.1 lbs

Height 1455 – 2090 mm / 57.3 – 82.3” 1455 - 2090 mm / 57.3 – 82.3"

Base
Height 
Length
Width 
Opening of the Base

 
105 mm / 4.1"
1185 mm / 46.6"
735 – 1020 mm / 28.9 – 40.2"
Parallel

 
105 mm / 4.1"
1185 mm / 46.6"
735 – 1020 mm / 28.9 – 40.2"
Parallel

Casters 
Front 
Rear 

75 mm / 3" dual
75 mm  / 3" dual

46 mm / 1.8" dual
75 mm / 3" dual

Lifting Speed (Without Load) 27 mm/sec (1.1"/sec) or  
37 mm/sec (1.5"/sec)

27 mm/sec (1.1"/sec) or  
37 mm/sec (1.5"/sec)

Maximum Lifting Height 1816 mm / 71.5" 1816 mm / 71.5"

Lifting Interval 1245 mm / 49" 1245 mm / 49"

Emergency Lifting Electric Electric 

Emergency Lowering Electric and manual Electric and manual

Sound Level 52.8 dB(A) 52.8 dB(A)

Battery Option Lead acid gel or lithium ion Lead acid gel or lithium ion

Charger Built-in Built-in 

Hand Control Wired Wired

Protection Class 
(including hand control) IPX4 IPX4

Material Aluminum Aluminum 

Slingbar
Standard Universal 450 Slingbar Universal 450 Slingbar
Optional Universal 350 Slingbar 

Universal 600 Slingbar
Universal Twinbar 670

Universal 350 Slingbar 
Universal 600 Slingbar
Universal Twinbar 670

Flexlink or Flexible Liftstrap Soft flexible liftstrap Soft flexible liftstrap

Accessories

Quick-Release Hook
LikoScale™ 350, 200*, 400* 
Horizontal lifting device:  
    OctoStretch™
    FlexoStretch™
    LikoStretch Mod 600 IC™ 
Slingbar Cover Paddy

Quick-Release Hook
LikoScale™ 350, 200*, 400* 
Horizontal lifting device:  
    OctoStretch™
    FlexoStretch™
    LikoStretch Mod 600 IC™ 
Slingbar Cover Paddy

* Available in the United States and Canada only.

Golvo® Mobile Lifts Technical Specifications 

With its unique lift strap design and flexible lifting interval, the Golvo mobile 
lift is ideal for many different care environments—including rehabilitation 
clinics, ICUs, childcare centers and operating rooms.

SUPPORT THAT GOES WHERE YOU GO

Ambulation

The Golvo lift’s retractable 
armrests, open design and 
generous lifting height help 
patients take those first steps 
safely and confidently.

Repositioning  
and Treatment

The RepoSheet® positioning aid 
attaches to help turn patients in 
bed with minimal strain on the body. 
The MultiStrap™ lifting accessories 
support wound care, hygiene 
procedures and treatment.

Lifting from the Floor

Lifting to and from the floor is a 
common need in childcare and 
rehabilitation settings. Our flexible, 
comfortable slings support 
patients’ heads throughout the 
entire lifting operation.

Lifting to/from 
Chairs and Commodes

The Golvo lift base adjusts 
electronically, opening in a 
parallel and symmetrical motion. 
This provides excellent access to 
chairs, and the flexible lift strap 
makes positioning simple.

Lifting to/from Bed

The Golvo’s flexible lift strap and 
parallel base-width adjustment 
make lifting to and from bed 
smooth and easy. For very low beds 
and stretchers, the LowBase option 
provides extra clearance.

Vehicle  
Extraction

The flexible strap extends into 
vehicles, making it easier to apply 
the sling loops onto the slingbar. 
Then the Golvo lift supports the 
patient’s weight while caregivers 
guide them out of the vehicle. 



ABOUT HILLROM
Hillrom is a global medical technology leader whose 10,000 employees have a single purpose: 
enhancing outcomes for patients and their caregivers by advancing connected care. Around the 
world, our innovations touch over 7 million patients each day. They help enable earlier diagnosis 
and treatment, optimize surgical efficiency and accelerate patient recovery while simplifying clinical 
communication and shifting care closer to home. We make these outcomes possible through 
connected smart beds, patient lifts, patient assessment and monitoring technologies, caregiver 
collaboration tools, respiratory care devices, advanced operating room equipment and more, 
delivering actionable, real-time insights at the point of care. Learn more at hillrom.com.

For more information, please contact your Hillrom sales representative at 1-800-445-3730.

hillrom.com 

Golvo™ mobile lift is intended for transferring patients (adult or children) between devices (e.g., within the room), floor lifting, horizontal lifting, supporting 
patient limbs, ambulating patient, bathing patient, toileting patient, weighing patient and transferring patients from a car. Intended for use in the following 
environments: healthcare, intensive care, emergency ward, rehabilitation, habilitation.

Class 1

Manufacturer: Liko AB, Nedre vägen 100, 975 92 Luleå, Sweden

These products are regulated health care products which, where required by applicable regulations, bear a CE mark. Hill-Rom recommends you carefully read 
the detailed instructions for safe and proper use included in the documentation accompanying medical devices. The personnel of healthcare establishments 
are responsible for the proper use and maintenance of these medical devices.

Hill-Rom reserves the right to make changes without notice in design, specifications and models. The only warranty Hill-Rom makes is the express written 
warranty extended on the sale or rental of its products.
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IF YOU KNOW 
LIKO, YOU KNOW 
HILLROM.

WE'VE UNIFIED 
OUR BRANDS 
TO ADVANCE 
CONNECTED 
CARE. VISIT US AT 
HILLROM.COM


